The Permission on the Processing of Personal Data

Taking the conditions of the current agreement each person (“User”) gives his or
her personal data. When the person implements registration procedure on the
website invest-vitrina.com (“Website”), he or she gives the information
considered, according to the item 1, to the art.3 of the Federal Law on Personal
Data №152 (from 27.07.2006) as personal information (Surname, Name,
Patronymic, Passport Data or the data of another document proving the identity
(identity card), the date and the place of birth, nationality, phone number, email
address, the information about the education and family status etc.). The person,
according to the art.9 of the Federal Law №152, gives and confirms his or her
consent on the processing of his or her data by
LLC “Corporation “Razvitie” (“Company”), Primary State Registration Number
(ОГРН): 1183123018880, Taxpayer Identification Number (ИНН): 3123439322,
situated on the address: Russian Federation, city of Belgorod, 85 Pobedy str.,
building 17.
The person allows the Company to carry out the following actions with his or her
data, defined in Federal Law №152 namely collection, recording, systematization,
accumulation, storing, specification (renovation, modification), extraction, usage,
transmission (spreading, submitting, access), depersonalization, prohibition,
removal, personal data elimination.
The person allows the Company to carry out the exchange (receiving,
transmission, processing) of his or her personal data between the Company and
the third parties in accordance with the concluded contracts and agreements for
the purpose of the observance of his or her rights and interests.
The processing of personal data can be implemented as with the usage of data
processing automatization means, as well as without (at the paper).
The Consent on the processing of the data (fully or partially) is given for the
indefinite period and can be taken aside by the subject of personal data on the
basis of his or her written application.
The rights and the responsibilities in the area of personal data are explained.

The current Permission is created in Russian. The Permission, written in the other
language, is the additional version to the current Permission. In case of
discrepancy of the Russian version of the Permission with the additional version in
the other language, the provisions of Russian version are applied.

